
PRODUCTS KEY BENEFITS HOW IT WORKS PRO TIP
STRAIGHT WAVY CURLY EXTRA CURLY AND COILY
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Cleanses, soothes and  
replenishes dry, unruly hair.

Moisture-rich conditioners  
and amino acids improve strength, 

shine and manageability.

Best when used as a weekly or 
biweekly shampoo for hydration.

Hydrates, detangles and  
softens dry, thirsty hair.

Ultra-rich conditioners hydrate 
moisture-starved hair.

Best when used weekly or biweekly 
depending on desired moisture levels.

Gently cleanses the scalp and 
nourishes dry, coarse hair and natural 

curls for added manageability.

Monoi, pequi and jojoba  
oils help replenish moisture,  

fight frizz and add shine.

Best when used in addition to a normal 
shampoo routine, not as a replacement.

May also be used on fine hair for an 
occasional boost of hydration.
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Lightweight mist replenishes  
and conditions dehydrated hair.

Vitamin E and panthenol  
help lock in moisture and tame 
strands for soft manageability.  

The frizz-fighting formula provides  
a smooth, glossy finish.

Layerable, multi-benefit oil helps  
to fight frizz and humidity, seal  
split ends, soften and smooth.

Monoi, pequi and jojoba oils  
help moisturize hair, skin and  
scalp for added nourishment  

and manageability.

Use less oil on finer hair textures.

Add a small amount to styling products 
for flexibility if needed.

Shapes and nourishes curly  
and wavy hair for controlled natural 

styles or a smooth blowout. 

Monoi, pequi and jojoba oils help  
to deeply hydrate and tame frizz.
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Adds layerable moisture, shine  
and definition to refresh hair.

Non-greasy formula nourishes wavy, 
curly and coily hair with monoi, pequi 

and jojoba oils for beautiful shine 
and control.

Enhances texture, locks out humidity  
and defines curls without leaving them 

stiff, crunchy or weighed down.

Monoi, pequi and jojoba oils  
help fight frizz, add shine  

and define texture.

Shapes and nourishes curly and  
wavy hair for controlled natural  

styles or a smooth blowout. 

Monoi, pequi and jojoba oils help  
to deeply hydrate and tame frizz.

Use for straight hair types as a styler, 
not as part of the LOC method.

Also great for protective styles.

Refreshes second-day hair for 
extended styling, enhances natural 

hair and revitalizes curls.

Rich, creamy foam with monoi,  
pequi and jojoba oils conditions  

to help detangle and define curls.
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Restores and repairs as you sleep  
for healthy, hydrated hair.

Monoi, pequi and jojoba oils  
deeply strengthen damaged hair.
Soothing aromatherapy calms the 
mind to provide a proven higher-

quality night’s sleep.

Use with a satin or silk hair  
scarf, bonnet or pillowcase  

to help retain moisture.
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Helps strengthen and hydrate 
moisture-starved hair.

French clay deep conditions  
with restorative minerals.

*LOC METHOD: Layer these Lavender Mint products in the hair, starting with Lavender Mint Conditioning Leave-In Spray, followed by Lavender Mint Nourishing Oil and Lavender Mint Taming Cream.

FINE MEDIUM COARSE FINE MEDIUM COARSE FINE MEDIUM COARSE FINE MEDIUM COARSE

LAVENDER MINT PRODUCT GUIDE 
FOR DRY AND TEXTURED HAIR

MOISTURIZING  
SHAMPOO™

MOISTURIZING  
CONDITIONER™

STEP 1:  
CONDITIONING 
LEAVE-IN SPRAY

STEP 2:  
NOURISHING OIL

STEP 3:  
TAMING CREAM

MOISTURE MILK

COWASH

DEFINING GEL

TAMING CREAM

CURL REFRESH FOAM

OVERNIGHT  
MOISTURE THERAPY

DEEP CONDITIONING  
MINERAL HAIR MASK


